Introduction
When you visit our website, information about you is collected that is used to customize and improve our content and to increase the value of the ads displayed on the page. If you do not wish to collect information, you should delete your cookies and avoid further use of the site. Below we have elaborated on what information is collected, their purpose and which third parties have access to them.

Cookies
The website uses "cookies", which is a text file that is stored on your computer, mobile or mobile. Similarly, for the purpose of recognizing it, remembering settings, performing statistics, and targeting ads. Cookies cannot contain malicious code such as virus. It is possible to delete or block cookies.

If you delete or block cookies, ads may become less relevant to you and occur more frequently. In addition, you may risk that the site does not work optimally and that there are content you cannot access.

Personal Information

In general
Personal information is any kind of information that may be attributed to you to some extent. When using our system, we collect and process such information. This happens only when you are created as a subscriber. We typically collect and process the following types of information: Name, Phone Number, Email, and Address. This will typically be associated with setting up login.

Security
We have taken technical and organizational measures against the fact that your information is accidentally or illegally deleted, published, lost, impaired or comes to the knowledge of the person, misused or otherwise treated in violation of the law.

Purpose
The information is used to identify you as a user, as well as send a newsletter.

Period of Storage
The information is stored for the time allowed by law and we will delete them when you are no longer a subscriber.
Disclosure of information
We disclose no information about you as a subscriber.

Insights and complaints
You are entitled to know what personal information we are processing about you. You may also object to the use of information at any time. You may also revoke your consent to processing information about you. If the information processed about you is incorrect, you are entitled to correct or delete. Inquiry about this can be done at: info@super-sail.dk.
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